
Description Logic in Practice: A classic Application�Deborah L. McGuinnessLori Alperin ResnickAT&T Bell Laboratories600 Mountain AvenueMurray Hill, NJ 07974fdlm,resnickg@research.att.com Charles IsbellMIT AI Lab545 Tech SquareCambrige MA 02139isbell@ai.mit.eduDescription logic-based con�guration applicationshave been used within AT&T since 1990 to process overtwo and a half billion dollars worth of orders. While thisfamily of applications[5] has widely acknowledged impor-tance, it is di�cult to use for pedagogical purposes sincethe typical product con�gured is a highly interconnected,complicated technical piece of equipment like the DACSIV{2000.1 We have developed a smaller{scale con�gura-tion application that has analogous reasoning processesbut a more approachable domain|that of building hometheater systems. This application provides a platform forexplaining how Description Logic-based Systems (dlss)work{in our case the classic knowledge representationsystem[1]{and how they can support industrial applica-tions like con�guration.Classic2 is an object{centered representation andreasoning tool with a formal foundation in descriptionlogic. Classic and many dlss are particularly wellsuited for applications in areas like con�guration thatmust1. encode rich class and object descriptions;2. provide active inference (such as automatic classi-�cation of classes and objects into a generalizationhierarchy, rule �ring and maintenance, inheritance,propagation, etc.);3. explain the reasoning process;4. handle an incomplete and incrementally evolvingknowledge base; and5. handle errors in a way that keeps the knowledge baseconsistent, but also provides useful information tothe user.We will provide some examples in our domain that illus-trate each of these areas.Class and object descriptions: As in any applica-tion, we need a domain ontology in which to work. Ourhome theater application contains a knowledge base in-cluding a concept taxonomy and instance descriptions.1DACS IV{2000 is a digital cross{connect system thatprocesses digitized signals for some US standard transmissionrates.2Classic is freely available for academic purposes, andcommercially available for other purposes. It has been dis-tributed to over 85 universities and is in use in many internalprojects within AT&T.

The knowledge base was created by working with an ex-pert in the domain. The database of instance informa-tion was also hand{compiled for this small application;however, in other applications that work with changinginstance information, automatic translation routines pe-riodically access databases and then update the knowl-edge base[3]. The terminological knowledge base con-tains de�nitional information concerning classes as wellas rules. We worked directly with an expert to ob-tain these rules, but in our larger applications of thissort[5], system builders begin with preexisting rule spec-i�cations and use a rule translator to generate clas-sic rules. Rules in this application fall into two classes:both hard and fast electrical rules (for example, a re-ceiver must have an A/B switch in order to support sec-ondary main speakers), and \rules of thumb" (for exam-ple, home theater systems do not have more than one TVor two VCRs). All products con�gured by the knowledgebase must abide by the hard and fast electrical rules, andproducts con�gured following our \guidance" also followthe rules of thumb. If classic supported defaults, therules associated with guided stereo systems would havebeen defaults.Active inference: The home theater applicationuses classic to provide active inference after the inter-face has guided the user through a few simple questions.We assume that people want to build audio only, hometheater only, or combination audio/video systems andthat they usually have a price range in mind. Thus, weask which type of system they want, and what qualitythey are willing to pay for. With these two inputs, theapplication uses classic to ask follow up questions asappropriate and to produce a complete (abstract) de-scription of a consistent product.For example, imagine that the user chooses a combi-nation system, but does not specify a particular level ofquality. classic deduces that the target system musthave main speakers, a VCR, and a TV. Since all stereosystems should have some kind of preampli�er and am-pli�er, and the choice of an unspeci�ed combination sys-tem does not imply anything about them, the user isasked to decide whether she wants seperate ampli�ercomponents or a receiver (which includes an ampli�er,preampli�er and a tuner). Because there is no pricing in-formation, classic is unable to infer more components.The information that classic is given and has deduced
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Figure 1: The classic Home Entertainment Con�guration System. The window has four major areas. The�rst (upper left) is a components pane, with icons representing all the kinds of components that classic knows about.Clicking on one of these icons adds a component of that type to the stereo system under construction. The secondarea (upper right) is the living room pane, where all the components that have been added to the stereo system(either directly by the user or by classic's inferences) are presented graphically. There are also icons representingthe stereo system itself as well as important concepts of which it is an instance (e.g. High Quality System).Clicking an icon allows the user to add, remove or display information about the object that icon represents. Anicon with a small square in its upper right-hand corner is required. The third area (lower left) is the display pane.Information about components, pricing information and explanations are displayed here. The �nal area (lower right)is the error pane. Icons representing objects that have caused errors are displayed here. Clicking on one of theseicons allows the user to display or explain information about that object.
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Figure 2: Selected information about the stereosystem being created. Thus far, all we really knowabout the system is that it is a combination audio andhome theater system and that it is following our expert'srules of thumb.is presented graphically (see Figure 1).classic calculates the deductive closure of the infor-mation provided. The user can view the completed in-formation on any component just by clicking on its icon.The user can also view properties of the whole systemby clicking on a special stereo system icon. Because shehas chosen an unspeci�ed stereo system, if she clicks onit, she will not see much that she does not already know:this is a guided combination system (see Figure 2)3.This changes, however, once she adds some informa-tion. For example, deciding that she is willing to spendat least $8000 on her dream system not only makes thesalesperson happy, but allows classic to deduce thatshe wants a high{quality combination system. classicthen infers that her system must have in addition toits main speakers, a pair of surround speakers, a centerspeaker and a subwoofer. As is often the case, providinginformation about the system as a whole implies prop-erties of individual components. Clicking on the icon forthe preampli�er, for example, reveals that, among otherthings, it must have a list price of at least $600 (seeFigure 3).Explanation: classic can justify all of its beliefs[2].Not only can the user view any piece of information, shecan also have any deduction explained. In our exam-ple, if the user asks how the preampli�er acquired itsprice restriction, she learns that a rule �red that saysthat high{quality systems must have high{quality com-ponents, which for preampli�ers enforces a minimumprice of $600 (see Figure 4). The explanation facilitycan also answer other questions such as why one objectdoes or does not \subsume" (is or is not more generalthan) another object, why a rule �red on an object, orwhy an error occurred. Inferences can also have tem-3classic actually infers far more about the object; how-ever, classic is able to prune \uninteresting" display infor-mation. For example, in this application components haveinformation associated with them that describe how theyshould be displayed. Displaying these implementation detailswould only be confusing.

Figure 3: Information propagation. After adding aprice restriction to the stereo system, classic deducesthat it is a high{quality system. Since it is also guided byour expert's rules of thumb, this propagates pricing in-formation to all of the components, including the pream-pli�er.plates associated with them that may be used to presentexplanations in terms that are acceptable to the user.Incomplete and evolving knowledge bases: Aswas the case with specifying a minimum price for thestereo system, classic allows continual re�nement of(and changes to) its knowledge base. In addition to spec-ifying price information, a user might also \instantiate"a component description by choosing a particular makeand model. Since the system must be consistent, the in-terface will only generate choices that appear to satisfyall constraints that classic has derived about the com-ponent (by using the speci�cation of the component asa query to the database of individuals).It is worth stressing that adding information to thesystem or to any of its components can have many im-plications. For example, choosing a particular tuner of-ten allows classic to instantiate the preampli�er (seeFigure 5).Errors: Although classic and the application min-imize the places where a user can make an error, errorscan still occur. The application does not ask classic toprecalculate all possible consequences of a given choice.The user could make a choice which would cause a ruleto �re that would then cause a propagation of some in-consistent information. In our example, the user alreadyhas a TV and, as it turns out, systems under our guid-ance may only have at most one TV. So, attempting toadd another one generates an error. classic does notallow the knowledge base to be in an inconsistent state,so it will roll back the knowledge base to the previousconsistent state, meanwhile saving copies of all the indi-viduals that led to the error, in their inconsistent states.If the user asks classic for an explanation of the error,classic can access the inconsistent state information togenerate an explanation (see Figure 6).Additional functionality: In addition to instanti-
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Figure 4: Explaining new information. classic iscapable of explaining all of its inferences. Above, thepreampli�er's price restriction is the result of a particularrule about high-quality stereo systems.ating components and adding new components, the usermay also delete a requirement on the system. In thiscase, any deductions that were made as a result of thisrequirement are removed from the speci�cation. If theuser is not familiar with di�erent types of stereo equip-ment, she may wish to trust our expert, and build asystem starting with one of the example systems, whereall the components are known to work well together. Shecan then re�ne this system according to her needs, re-questing alternative makes and models to the ones cho-sen, and adding and removing components. When theuser has �nished re�ning the system to her satisfaction,she can ask the application to complete the speci�ca-tion for her. The application will then choose consistentmakes and models for all the components she has leftunspeci�ed. She can then view a parts list, after whichshe might want to ship the order o� to the factory (seeFigure 7).Discussion: We feel that description logic-basedtechnology is particularly well matched to this style ofcon�guration problem for several reasons. First, the ap-plication is fairly logical (not heuristic) so we would ei-ther have to implement the logic in a programming lan-guage or start with a tool like classic that incorporatesa formal logic. Second, this domain is naturally hierar-chical and rule information is appropriate at many dif-ferent levels of the taxonomy. dlss support hierarchicalrules instead of using a more traditional, at rule-basedapproach. This may simplify knowledge engineering andmaintenance[4]. classic rules can be simpler becausethey only need to contain content appropriate to a cer-tain level of concept in the hierarchy, and they do notneed to contain any control information. Finally, theapplication naturally incorporates many di�erent typesof inference; a few of which include: inheritance, prop-agation, bounds constraints, and rules. These can beencoded directly in dlss instead of needing to be para-phrased into rules. Possibly more importantly, explana-tions of the reasoning process may be in terms of thenaturally occurring inferences.This home theater system is a simple example of a

Figure 5: More information propagation. Choosinga particular tuner causes classic to deduce a matchingpreampli�er. Notice that instantiated components aredistinguished from non-instantiated ones in that instan-tiated components have \real" pictures associated withthem while uninstanitated components only have icons.
Figure 6: Errors. Adding another TV, while havinga certain appeal, is not allowed by the system becauseguided stereo systems can have at most one TV. Theo�ending object is placed in the error pane where it isavailable to be inspected and explained.
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family of applications where a description logic-basedplatform is used to implement standard con�gurationtasks and provide the basis for additional functionalities.The deployed applications built on this design have pro-vided many advantages including decreased order pro-cessing intervals (facilitating hypothetical con�gurationevaluations, which were previously infeasible), reduc-tions in personnel required to maintain product informa-tion, accurate and up{to{date pricing for sales quotes,elimination of duplication in databases, and identi�ca-tion of incompatible knowledge.AcknowledgementsWe wish to thank the entire classic group, particu-larly Peter Patel-Schneider and Ron Brachman, for theirinsightful comments on this work. We also wish tothank the PROSE/QUESTAR team, particularly JonWright, Harry Moore, Jay Berman, Charlie Foster, andPat Saleh, for continuing feedback on applications needs.References[1] R. J. Brachman, D. L. McGuinness, P. F. Patel-Schneider, L. A. Resnick, and A. Borgida. Living withclassic: When and How to Use a kl-one-Like Lan-guage. In Principles of Semantic Networks: Explo-rations in the representation of knowledge, J. Sowa, ed-itor, Morgan-Kaufmann, pp. 401{456, 1991.[2] D. L. McGuinness and A. Borgida. Explaining Sub-sumption in Description Logics. In Proc. IJCAI, Mon-treal, August 1995.[3] R. J. Brachman, P. G. Selfridge, L. G. Terveen, B. Alt-man, A. Borgida, F. Halper, T. Kirk, A. Lazar, D. L.McGuinness, and L. A. Resnick. Integrated Supportfor Data Archaelogy. in International Journal of Intel-ligent and Cooperative Information Systems, 2(2), 1993,pp. 159{185.[4] J. R. Wright, D. L. McGuinness, C. Foster, andG. T. Vesonder. Conceptual Modeling using KnowledgeRepresentation: Con�gurator Applications. In Proc.Arti�cial Intelligence in Distributed Information Net-works, IJCAI-95, Montreal, 1995.[5] Wright, J. R., Weixelbaum, E. S., Brown, K., Vesonder,G. T., Palmer, S. R., Berman, J. I., Moore, H. H., Aknowledge-based con�gurator that supports sales, en-gineering, and manufacturing at AT&T Network Sys-tems. In Proceedings of the Innovative Applications ofArti�cial Intelligence Conference, pp.183{193, 1993.
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